Horoscopes Friday 18th May
2018
As delectable Venus aligns with the innovative energies of
Uranus, we may prefer to dress in a way that showcases our
individual sense of style.
We might also be drawn to more contemporary pieces of art or
to books or movies that have a futuristic quality. For your
FREE Daily Horoscope Friday 18th May 2018 please see below…
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Aries 21 March – 20 April
The Moon in Cancer can make you more sensitive to yours and
others’ feelings, so if someone in authority seems a little
brusque, then don’t take it personally. With lovely Venus in
the last degrees of your communication zone and linking to
lively Uranus though, you may see the value in a friendship or
connection and realize that it could well be worth cultivating
for the future.

Taurus 21 April – 21 May
You could feel quite excited about an opportunity or idea that
may bring in more money or that might be worthwhile in other
ways. Don’t be put off by someone’s negative criticisms,
follow your instincts instead and you may be delighted at the
outcome. In addition, Mercury’s connection with the serious
minded location of sensible Saturn, can see you taking a novel
idea more seriously.

Gemini 22 May – 21 June
You could find yourself in a thoughtful mood Gemini, and one
that might see you mulling over an issue with a view to
finding answers. However, you could be more deeply connected
to your intuition at this time, and this too can gift you with
useful guidance. Weigh up the facts but trust your instincts
too, as they could forewarn you of issues or opportunities you
might easily miss.

Cancer 22 June – 23 July
With the Moon your ruler opposing cautious Saturn, you could
find someone’s mood affects you more than it should. If you
find yourself moved by their opinions or plans and you don’t
want to go along with them, then stand firm. If you can put
across a reasonable argument backed by facts, then they may be
more mindful of your space over coming days and in the future.

Leo 24 July – 23 August
With expressive Mercury in a more prominent sector aligning
with prudent Saturn in your work and lifestyle zone, you may
be made a solid offer that is worthy of your consideration. It
could involve further responsibility and more effort, but it
might also reward you with extra money or other perks. Other
ground-breaking opportunities may also be on the cards if you
look for them.

Virgo 24 August – 23 September
With restless Uranus presently in your sector of far horizons,
you may have a strong desire to explore new paths and
opportunities. There is a likelihood that this will develop
further over coming months and years, leading to some
wonderful adventures. Now though, you may feel a push to seek

out new options that stimulate your enthusiasm and leave you
eager for more.

Libra 24 September – 23 October
With luscious Venus aligning with the electric vibe of Uranus,
you could happen upon a resource that provides you with a
stock of ideas and the potential for new friendships as well.
This aspect will come to a peak tomorrow, and could coincide
with an encounter or discovery that gives you great hope for
the future. This can also be a good time to work out the costs
for a home project.

Scorpio 24 October – 22 November
With lively Mercury in your sector of relating making a
positive angle to practical Saturn in your communication zone,
this can be a good day to discuss plans and perhaps to
finalize them. You’ll be more inclined to look to the details
and to make sure everything is in order. At the same time,
with lively Mars in your home zone, the desire to de-clutter
could grow stronger.

Sagittarius 23 November – 21 December
Someone you connect with on a regular basis could surprise you
by revealing a side of themselves you didn’t know about. And
this could be the basis for a new and lively friendship. They
may have different ideas and ideals to you, yet a bond can
develop around an interest or a shared experience, and this
might see you connecting up more often and supporting each
other.

Capricorn 22 December – 20 January
If you make a decision to take a hobby more seriously, then
you likely won’t regret it. With a positive aspect on the
cards, you may feel moved to explore certain pastimes in more
depth. And this can be a very satisfying way to channel your
creativity and your energy. As a Capricorn, you are often
known for your ambition, therefore, you may well be motivated
to hone your skills.

Aquarius 21 January – 19 February
An impromptu gathering or party at your place may be on the
cards. With a buzzy link between sociable Venus and your
modern ruler Uranus, the idea of getting friends or family
together can be appealing. This can be a spur of the moment
plan though. However, your horoscope suggests that throwing
together a buffet or preparing a meal can be all the more fun
for being spontaneous and going with the flow.

Pisces 20 February – 20 March
Wonderful ideas can spur you on to explore opportunities for
travel or learning. A very beautiful link between upbeat
Jupiter in your sector of far horizons and ethereal Neptune in
your sign, can inspire you to try out fresh options. If you
have a chance for a break or vacation, the coming week or so
can be an excellent time to go on a journey that could be very
therapeutic Pisces.
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